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The first stop for visitors new to the Scientific Comput-
ing Division is the Receptionist (room 6A, ext. 519).
Assistance will be provided in assignment of temporary
office space. Acquisition of identification numbers
necessary for job submission (see chapter 3 of this sec-
tion of the User's Guide) is handled by Resource Account-
ing (room 5W, ext. 530). The consulting staff (roam 11A,
ext. 579) provide a general orientation and introduction
to the facility.
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Most user questions should be directed to the Consulting
Office (room 11A, ext. 579). The Consulting Office is
staffed by Scientific Ccmputing Division programmers who
are familiar with the internal workings of the system,
and who are aware of common problems encountered by visi-
tors. This office also refers users to the appropriate
section (such as Data Support and Advanced Methods,
described below) when special help is required. The Con-
sulting Office is not staffed on Wednesday, 13:30-14:30,
but otherwise is open 08:30-12:30 and 13:00-17:00, five
days a week.

The staff of the Data Support Section (rooms 111 and 113,
ext. 526) is available to answer questions about data
handling, magnetic tape usage, and related subjects.
This section maintains a large archive of computer read-
able research data and provides assistance to users in
locating data appropriate to their research needs, inter-
facing their programs with the datasets, and accessing
utility routines for manipulation of the data. Consult-
ing assistance and utility routines are also available to
aid users with a wide spectrum of general data handling
problems such as reading tapes formatted for other com-
puter systems and efficient storage methods for data ar-
chives.

The Advanced Methods group of the Scientific Computing
Division (room 100, ext. 601) provides consulting and
software for solving numerical and mathematical problems
on the computer.

For operator assistance with a job, the Computer Opera-
tions staff can be contacted at the Input/Output counter
(room 29, ext. 536), and an "operator request card" is
available there. Please refer to a particular job by
name, sequence number and control point number. The user
guide, Running Jobs at NCAR (Technical Note No:TN-
154+IA), will be helpful also.
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BE^lS OSSEG Co The Daily Bulletin is issued each morning and contains
the latest updates on the status of the hardware, the
number of jobs left in the queues from the previous day,
any scheduled downtime for the day, and other operational
and systems information of interest to the user. The
Daily Bulletin is available as a news file on the MODCOMP
and is posted several places around the facility (below
the scope in the Input/Output area, on the bulletin board
in the Visitor area, in the Consulting Office, in the
Keypunch room, and on the INCOTERM).

The Record The Record, a newsletter of the Scientific Computing
Division, is distributed on the first of each month and
contains more in-depth articles and information. Includ-
ed in The Record are articles about new developments in
software, operations and systems, announcements of new
library files, the Trouble/Design Reports which report
system or design bugs and temporary solutions, a list of
projects granted computer time during the month, machine
availability statistics, and announcements of mass
storage volume deletions or PLIB deletions.

The Record also contains the replies to suggestions made
in the Suggestion Notebook. The Suggestion Notebook is
kept in the Consulting Office, and users may enter their
suggestions or call the Consultant to have them entered.
Each month the suggestions are compiled and passed out to
the appropriate Scientific Computing Division staff
member for a reply, which is then published.

Copies of the latest issue of The Record may be picked up
in the Computing Library (room 9C). A subscription may
be obtained by contacting The Record Editor (room 17B,
ext. 588). An index of all articles in The Record is
also available.

Meetinqs Meetings are another way to obtain information about the
workings of the facility. The Scientific Computing Divi-
sion Users Group meets the first Monday of each month and
invites all users to attend. Presentations are made of
items of interest to users, and there is always an open
"Gripe Session" at the end of the meeting. Meetings are
usually held the first Monday of the month at 13:30 in
the Damon Room. Contact the Scientific Computing Divi-
sion receptionist (room 6A, ext. 519) for details.

The Consulting Project staff meetings are open to the
general user community on alternate Wednesdays. System
updates, new software, trouble reports and items of gen-
eral interest to all users are discussed.
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A visitor may borrow computer tapes (called B-tapes) for
use while at NCAR and may buy tapes to transport data to

the visitor's home facility. The Scientific Computing

Division will also store a reasonable number of visitor-

owned tapes (called V-tapes) for easy access and conveni-

ence. The mass storage device provides an alternative

method of tape data storage. Forms for tape checkout are
available at the Scientific Computing Division input
counter; see the Tape Librarian (room 5W, ext. 450) for

special needs.

The Data Entry staff (room 22A, ext. 533) provides a

variety of services including keypunching and verifica-

tion. Since the staff is small, visitors are encouraged
to have all programs and data prepared before their ar-

rival at NCAR. If sufficient staff and time are avail-

able (as determined by the Data Entry staff), visitors

may request data entry services. If a visitor's keypunch

work is accepted, it will be given the same priority that

NCAR staff members receive.

All keypunch equipment is available for individual use.

Keypunch equipment at NCAR consists of IBM models 026 and

029, both of which have 48-character keyboards which use

Hollerith. Also, a Decision Data 8010 is available for

verifying and interpreting cards.

The Data Support section maintains a large archive of
meteorological, climatological, and oceanographic data

for use by researchers at NCAR and for distribution to

universities and other research organizations. The col-

lection includes a wide range of observational and
analyzed data. Further information can be obtained from

the Data Support section (rooms 111 and 113, ext. 526).
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The map on the following page shows those sections of the
First Basement and Main Level which contain Scientific
Computing Division offices. The listings indicated on
the map near the input counter contain the following in-
formation:

Listing #1:

Listing #2:

Listing #3:

Monthly Computer Summary
Computer User's Project Status
CRAY-1 Resources Used and Allocated

7600 Current Job List
CRAY-1 Current Purged Dataset List
CRAY-1 Current Dataset List

VSNs by User Number
VSNs by Tape Number
VSNs by Project Number
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CUNMHI 2: ACCESS MD ICAR CntBUTQS

I-JloXaflfin The Computing Center within the Scientific Computing
Division (SCD) of the National Center for Atmospheric
Research (NCAR), is located in the NCAR Mesa Laboratory
in Boulder, Colorado. NCAR is managed and operated by the
University Corporation for Atmospheric Research (UCAR)
under contract with the National Science Foundation
(NSF).

The Scientific Computing Division is charged with provid-
ing computing support for research conducted by NCAR
staff and for extending the computing resources of
university atmospheric scientists beyond that which is
otherwise available to them. The computing system within
the SCD is comprised of a highly heterogenous set of
hardware. This heterogeneity is partly a matter of func-
tion and partly of historical origin. The dissimilar
elements of the system are integrated into a cohesive
system by interfaces to two fifty-megabit per second com-
munication channels which are the basis for the NCAR
internal network. Configuration and performance details
of all of the SCD hardware are given in Appendix A of
this section of the User's Guide.

QCpukter Syste s The NCAR Computing Center currently operates Control Data
(7600) and Cray Research (CRAY-1) systems with an AMPEX
Terabit Memory (TBM) providing on-line mass data storage.
Remote job entry is available through a Modular Computer
Systems (MODCOMP II) computer or through an IBM (4341)
computing system, the latter providing interactive ac-
cess.

Access to the 4341 may occur through any of three proces-
sors, an IBM 3705, an IBM Series/l, and a Digital PDP
11/34, each of which serves certain specialized conmuni-
cation functions.

Internal Net k The hardware organization is shown in Figure 2.1. The
major machines (including two mini-computers from other
NCAR divisions) are connected to one or both of the Net-
work Systems Corporation (NSC) hyperchannels. Not shown
explicitly are the hardware interfaces, made by NSC,
between the computers and the hyperchannels. These chan-
nel adapters, which are different for each of the dif-
ferent types of computers, present a common interface to
the hyperchannels and a compatible interface to the com-
puters.

In addition to the hyperchannel connections, direct chan-
nel interfaces are provided between the CRAY-1 and 7600
computers as well as between the AMPEX TBM mass-store and
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the CRAY-1 and 7600 computers. Note: The TBM has no
direct link to the hyperchannels at present.

Figure 2.1
NCAR Hardware Configuration

COMMUNICATIONS LINES

To the DICOMED
plotter and various
small computers

* - At present, MODCOMP lines do not pass through the PACX
** - Logical connection; physically attached via the 3705
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C milicatkimn s Access to the SCD computers, from locations other than
the NCAR Mesa Laboratory, is over the public telephone
network only, either by leased line or by dial-up cir-
cuits. Telecommunications are handled primarily by the
GANDALF PACX IV communications switch.

The PACX processor is a line switching and port conten-
tion device that is largely invisible to the user. An
exception, however, is the initial connection process for
most interactive terminals. The user of such a terminal
may, by the "keyboard class select" feature of the PACX,
select the appropriate route to the 4341 (via the 3705,
the Series/l, or the PDP 11/34) or, in some cases, to
other processors on the network. Some "keyboard class
select" ports of the PACX are accessible from the public
telephone network, while the remainder are available for
hard-wired connections to the terminals in the NCAR Mesa
Lab.

For synchronous connections, the PACX is totally invisi-
ble to the user and attachment to the appropriate type of
service is accomplished by dialing the proper phone
number. The various types of service with their associ-
ated phone numbers are listed in Table 2.2. As shown in
the table, various protocols are supported at several
standard line speeds.

aCCETS The two largest SCD systems, the Control Data 7600 and
the CRAY-1, are operated in batch mode, i.e., they pro-
vide no interactive services. Submitting input to and
receiving output from these systems can occur in numerous
ways, depending upon the user's equipment and his or her
location. In several of these cases, a job is submitted
to one computer which in turn resubmits the job for exe-
cution on a different computer. For example, a remote
user using a HASP workstation may submit a batch job to
the IBM 4341 whose function is to create and submit a
batch job for the CRAY-1. Such a job will travel to its
destination over the hyperchannel network. (In the case
of the 7600, a CRAY-1 job may also be transmitted over
the direct channels connecting the two machines.) See
Section III of this User's Guide.

Input Batch jobs may be submitted to the CRAY-1 or the 7600 in
several ways: Local users may submit jobs over the
counter at the NCAR Mesa Lab as punched card input to the
7600 or the 4341. Such over-the-counter jobs intended
for the CRAY-1 must be formatted as 7600 or 4341 jobs
which in turn transmit a job stream to the CRAY-1. Al-
ternatively, the user who has an appropriate terminal or
computer (with sufficient communication capabilities) can
submit batch jobs in three different ways:
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1. Submission via remote batch terminal (or computer
configured with a suitable emulator) communicating
with the MODOMP II computer. Support is provided
for the synchronous Control Data 200UT, IBM 2780,
and IBM 3780 protocols, and the standard asynchro-
nous TTY protocol with the ASCII character set. See
"Using RJE", NCAR-TN/175+IA. (Section IV, this
guide).

Note: The MODCXMP is not configured to provide any
interactive capability whatsoever, even though the
asynchronous TTY protocol may be used for MODCOMP
communications. Rather, the MODCOMP provides only
batch job submission capabilities, and these (at
present) only to the 7600. Thus, jobs intended for
the CRAY-1, submitted via the MODCOMP, must be for-
matted as 7600 jobs which in turn transmit a job
stream to the CRAY-1.

2. Submission via remote batch terminal (or computer
configured with a suitable emulator) to the IBM 4341
computer. Support will be provided for the binary
synchronous IBM 2780, IBM 3780, and HASP protocols,
but not prior to January, 1982.

Note: The IBM support for the above protocols will
not provide any interactive capability whatsoever.
Thus, jobs intended for the CRAY-1, submitted via
this mechanism must be formatted as IBM batch jobs
which in turn transmit a job stream to the CRAY-1.
See Section III of this User's Guide.

3. Interactive generation of a job stream on the IBM
4341 using the system editor. The resulting file is
then transmitted over the hyperchannel to the
desired host -- the process is described more fully
in following sections and chapters of this manual.

bkput There is similar flexibility in the disposition of out-
put. Printer (and in some case, graphical) output files
can be returned to the device originating the job. Al-
ternatively, printer output can be directed to line
printers on several systems, or to the microfiche proces-
sor on the DICOMED D48 microfilm/microfiche device;
graphical output can also be directed to the DICOMED.

Options for the three classes of remote batch user are as
follows:

1. Users communicating via the MODCOMP can receive
printer output files at their remote batch terminal,
or direct them to the MODCOMP line printer. Alter-
nate dispositions for output files (especially
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graphical) must be handled entirely by the batch job
itself.

2. Users communicating via the IBM remote batch subsys-
tem will be able to receive printer output files at
their remote batch terminal, or direct them to the
IBM line printer. Initially, alternate dispositions
for output files (especially graphical) will neces-
sarily be handled by the batch job itself. Numerous
enhancements to these capabilities are being
planned, including directing output to the DICOMED,
transmitting graphical files to remote sites in
transparent mode, and transmitting selected portions
of output files.

3. Interactive 4341 users, by using suitable job struc-
tures, can treat batch output files (either print-
able or graphical) just as they would treat other
files in the interactive environment. Such users
can, for example, browse or edit an output file,
direct it to a 4341 line printer, or send it (via
the hyperchannel) to another system for processing
(such as to the DICOMED for plotting).

Site ifiers Any user desiring remote batch access (options 1. and 2.
above) must have a "site ID". Typically, each site ID
represents a single remote computer (or intelligent ter-
minal) that supports several users of the SCD batch sys-
tems. Associated with each ID is a site manager, a mail-
ing address, etc. These site ID's are assigned, in ac-
cordance with SCD policy, by the Data Communications
Group (contact: Don Morris).

General interactive access to the SCD system is via the
IBM 4341, and that computer is the only one generally
available with interactive capabilities.

To use the system interactively, the user must have a
valid ID and password. These ID's are closely keyed to
project numbers for accounting purposes. At the time a
new user is identified to the system, a previously agreed
upon password will also be entered. The password can be
changed by the user at will from his interactive termi-
nal.

User ateies Owing to the modest capability of the IBM 4341, the SCD
has found it necessary to distinguish for the time being
between two different categories of interactive users
with different privileges. Non-NCAR users of the system
will be given access to the system editor, certain utili-
ties and the command language. The objective here is to
provide these users with the means to prepare interac-
tively jobs to be run in batch mode on the larger NCAR
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machines, and to manage interactively, to some extent,
the disposition of their output.

NCAR users (including visitors) will have access to all
the standard features of the system.

The rationale for this policy is that non-NCAR users will
have access to interactive facilities in their home in-
stitutions, whereas NCAR users depend on the SCD for
essentially all computing services.

It is hoped that the interactive system can be upgraded
sufficiently to enable SCD to eliminate this distinction
between classes of users at an early date.

Virtual Macmhies On the IBM 4341 system, having a valid ID and password is
in fact identical to owning a "virtual machine", that is,
the logical equivalent of a powerful personal computer.
These virtual machines are assigned, in accordance with
SCD policy, by the Data Communications Group (contact:
Don Morris). The configuration details of an assigned
virtual machine (including its range of capabilities and
its allotment of permanent disk space) depend upon the
category of the user.

lUliS ON This portion describes the SCD policy on interactive ter-
IWmWfTiVKE minals, and is intended to help users plan for the ac-
'SIHSII~IS quisition and installation of suitable terminals.

Ioxal Users The SCD encourages every in-house NCAR computer user to
have available a terminal for interactive access to the
IBM 4341. Such access is expected to become the princi-
pal means by which all SCD major canputers are used. The
SCD has taken steps to provide numerous junction centers
(generally, one center per floor per tower) to which many
terminals can be attached. These junction centers are
outfitted with many twisted wire cables that lead to the
computer room. Off-Mesa users will use other communica-
tion links, as yet still being planned.

Note: A terminal's physical attachment will not guarantee
instantaneous access to the IBM 4341. Attachment will
actually be to the GANDALF PACX IV, a communications
switch that will manage the contention for available
ports, and queue those waiting for access.

Beyond the above mentioned junction centers, all respon-
sibilities for terminals and their cables lie with the
user's own division. The SCD suggests that each division
organize its terminal and connection needs through one or
two key people, and plan for wiring (between the junction
center and the terminals) with NCAR's Physical Plant Ser-
vices.
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Use of the 4341 from a remote terminal is essentially the
same as from a local terminal, except of course, that the
ccmmunication must occur via the public telephone system.
Since users must pay for all communication costs, it may
be prohibitive to operate interactively, especially dur-
ing daytime hours. Also, terminals operating at slow
speed (300 bits/s) can attach only through the 3705, not
through the Series/1 or 11/34.

Terminals for use with the 4341 fall into two classes
designated here as ASCII and 3270. The ASCII terminals
are characterized by the transmission of ASCII characters
via the TeleTYpe (TTY) start-stop (asynchronous) proto-
col. This protocol is a widely accepted standard for
TeleTYpe devices and is suitable for communications along
twisted wire cables or modem driven telephone lines.
Most (or perhaps all) terminals currently in use at NCAR
are of the ASCII class. The 3270 terminals are specific
IBM models (or plug compatible equivalents) that must be
driven by controllers and, in general, cannot be used
with non-IBM computer systems. These terminals attach to
their controllers via coaxial cable (rather than twisted
wire), but the controllers can communicate (via IBM's
bisynchronous 3270 protocol) on twisted wire cables or
modem driven phone lines.

The communication protocols are not handled within the
4341, but rather are processed in the IBM 3705 Communica-
tions Controller, the IBM Series/l, or the PDP 11/34.
These devices determine how the interactive terminal
functions, and free the 4341 central processor from much
low level communications chatter. The services provided
by these devices may be summarized as follows:

- The 3705 handles the TTY protocol in half-duplex
only, and handles all the binary synchronous proto-
cols, including those used for 3270 terminals.

- The Series/1 and the 11/34 handle the TTY protocol
in full-duplex, and have table driven software that
permits many different ASCII terminals to access the
4341 as emulated 3270 terminals. This latter point
gives ASCII terminal users the complete range of IBM
software that is normally available only to users
with 3270 teminals.

The associated line speeds and duplex settings are as
follows:

- The TTY ports of the 3705 operate at 300, 1200, and
2400 bits/s, the highest speed being available only
for local use via twisted cable. These ports
operate in half-duplex only.
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- The STY ports of the Series/I and the 11/34 operate
at 1200 bits/s over phone lines and 9600 bits/s for
local use via twisted cable. These ports operate in
full-duplex only.

- No 3705 ports are currently configured for general
use with the 3270 protocol.

Thus, the user may choose a variety of terminals for use
with the 4341. The choice of terminal and the type of
connection (especially line speed) will largely determine
whether the terminal attaches to the 3705 or to the
Series/l.

3270 T;rinals If the user chooses the 3270 type of terminal, an ap-
propriate controller must be acquired. Local users must
install twisted cable from the controller to the vicinity
of a junction center. For off-site users, the controller
must attach to a modem on a phone line, either leased or
dial-up. Individual terminals will then connect to the
controller via coaxial cable. Communications between the
controller and the 4341 will be handled through the 3705.

Note however, that there are no ports presently config-
ured to support these 3270 controllers. Arrangements for
such ports will be considered on an individual basis
through the Data Communications Group (contact: Dave
Fulker).

IAqrl 'Tkmrninal-s, If the local user chooses the ASCII type of terminal,
twisted cable must be installed directly from the termi-
nal to the vicinity of the junction center. For off-site
users, the terminal must attach to an acoustic coupler or
modem for use with a dial-up or leased phone line. If
the line speed is 300 bits/s, such a terminal must attach
through the 3705 (half-duplex only). In all cases the
terminal should be set to transmit the 7-bit ASCII char-
acter code with even parity and a single stop bit.

If the line speed is 1200 or 9600 bits/s, and the termi-
nal is compatible as described in a later section, the
user may wish to attach through the Series/l or 11/34
(full-duplex only). In this case the user will have ac-
cess to the IBM full-screen software.

The SCD is preparing to offer maintenance service at rea-
sonable cost for NCAR owned terminals at the Mesa Lab,
restricted however, to terminals that are included on a
"supported" list defined by the SCD. At the option of
the SCD, this maintenance support will either be subcon-
tracted commercially or provided by SCD staff.
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Supported The supported terminals list currently includes:

- Hewlett-Packard model 2648A

- IBM terminals of any model with supporting controll-
ers

- Lear-Siegler model ADM 3A+

- Perkin-Elmer models 1100 (Fox) and 1200 (Owl)

The above "supported terminals" list should not be mis-
taken for a "compatible terminals" list, as it reflects
only those devices for which the SCD is prepared to offer
a maintenance agreement. (The supported terminals are
indeed compatible with the 3705, the Series/l, and the
11/34.) In addition to the IBM 3270 terminals that are,
of course, completely compatible, many ASCII terminals
are useful with the system. It is thought that nearly
any ASCII terminal can be used satisfactorily through the
half-duplex ports of the 3705.

However, to use an ASCII terminal with the Series/l or
the 11/34, an appropriate configuration table has to ex-
ist in the Series/1 or 11/34 software. Prerequisite to
defining a configuration table for a given ASCI terminal
type is that the terminal have the following characteris-
tics:

- Screen format of 24 lines by 80 columns

- Clear screen or clear to end-of-screen on command
from the host

- Absolute cursor positioning from the host

In addition, the following features, if available, will
provide even greater user convenience:

- Cursor movement keys that transmit to the host

- Program function keys that transmit to the host

- Audible "bell" on command from the host

- Indicator, controllable from the host, to signal
"insert" mode while editing

A list of "compatible" terminals, i.e., those for which
Series/l and 11/34 configuration tables have been dev-
ised, is presented below.
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Table 2.1
Terminals Compatible with

the Series/I or 11/34

DESIGNATION

Digital Equipment VT100

Hewlett-Packard 2648A

IBM 3101

Lear Siegler ADM-3A+

VT100

HP2648A

Cannot be used with 3705--not
settable for half-duplex.
Upgradable to support graphics.

Provides graphics support.

IBM3101

ADM3A Can be upgraded to support
graphics.

Perkin-Elmer 1100

Perkin-Elmer 1200

PE1100

PE1200

Other terminals are potentially compatible, and requests
for installing alternate configuration tables will be
considered on an individual basis by the Data Communica-
tions Group (contact: Dave Fulker).

OKIS M I.a

Available Services

This portion summarizes the various data conmmunication
facilities for accessing the NCAR Computers.

The data communication facilities support a variety of
protocols and line speeds to several communication pro-
cessors. Some of these services are accessible from the
public telephone network, and others can be accessed only
by direct (twisted wire) cable connections. The follow-
ing table summarizes the telephone options, and is organ-
ized hierarchically by destination, protocol, and line
speed.
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Table 2.2
DATA COMMWNICATION SERVICES

Destina- Protocol Speed Compatible Phone No
tion (bps) Modem(s) Area (303)

No
Lines

TrY 300 Bell 103
or 1200 Bell 212

Vadic 34xx

494-0490
or

494-0472

8

8

To 3705, Series/l
or 11/34 via
PACX class select.
300 bps must use
3705.

BISYNC 2400 Bell 201C

BISYNC 4800 Bell 208B

300

1200

1200

1200

Bell 103

Bell 202

Bell 212

Vadic 34xx

To Be
Published

To Be
Published

499-4411

499-4409

499-6853

499-6852

BISYNC 2000 Bell 201A 499-6466 2

BISYNC 2400 Bell 201C 499-4388 1

BISYNC 4800 Bell 208B 494-4660 2

2000

2400

Bell

Bell

201A

201C

MODCOMP UT-200 4800 Bell 208B

499-4334

499-5242

494-4016

TrTY refers to the standard teletype-compatible asyn-
chronous (start-stop) protocol transmitting 7-bit
ASCII character codes with even parity and a single
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IBM

IBM

TTY

TrY

TrY

TrTY

2

2

4

2

1

2

MODCOMP

MODCOMP

MODCOMP

MODCOMP

MODCOMP

MODCOMP

MODCOMP

MODCOMP

MODCOMP

UT-200

UT-200

3

1

3
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stop bit. When destined for the MODCOMP or for the
IBM via the 3705, the terminal should be set for
HALF-DUPLEX; when destined for the IBM via the
Series/I or the 11/34, the terminal should be set
for FULL-DUPLEX.

* With respect to the IBM, BISYNC refers to IBM's

binary synchronous 2780, 3780, and HASP protocols.

With respect to the MODCOMP, BISYNC refers to NCAR's
implementation of the IBM binary synchronous 2780 or
3780 protocols.

* UT-200 refers to Control Data's protocol for the
User Terminal 200.

* Where the number of lines exceeds one, several
modems are served by several phone lines. The addi-
tional lines are placed on a rotary so that the
caller is automatically connected to the first
available circuit.

PCK icati The functions of the GANDALF PACX system are:
Swith

* Through the keyboard class select facilities, con-
nect a user with an input port on the computer of
his choice. (The user must be validated for access
to the system selected or he will be unable to lo-
gon!)

* When selecting a computer port for a user, the GAN-
DALF system selects one with a line speed appropri-
ate to the user's terminal.

* If no port with the desired characteristics is
available, the GANDALF informs the user of this.
The user may then adjust his terminal and try a dif-
ferent line speed or use a different protocol. Al-
ternatively, he may remain connected, and queued,
until a port of the desired characteristics is free.

9 If the mainframe being accessed is unavailable
(e.g., due to a system or hardware failure), then a
message to that effect is sent back to the user.

The ports on a computer with the same line speed, and
operating under the same protocol, comprise a "contention
group". The following table lists the classes of service
available to the general user through the keyboard class
select ports of the PACX.
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Table 2.3
Keyboard Selectable Classes

on the GANDALF PACX IV

SERVICE CLASS DESIGNATION NOTES

IBM via 3705 110 Half-duplex TTY protocol
300, 1200, or 2400 bits/s.

IBM via Series/1 120 Full-duplex, 1200 or
9600 bits/s.

IBM via 11/34 130 Full-duplex, 1200 or
9600 bits/s.

MODCOMP 60 Half-duplex TTY protocol
300 or 1200 bits/s.

Connecting a Attaching an interactive terminal to the IBM through the
Interactive PACX involves the following steps:

TeruinaL
1. The user's terminal must be set up to match the NCAR

TTY protocol. In particular, the character set is
7-bit ASCII, the parity is even, and a single stop
bit is transmitted. On most terminals, the switches
for these characteristics (and those in the follow-
ing two steps) have no effect until the terminal is
cleared or reset in some way.

2. The terminal's operating speed must be set. For re-
mote users, the speed must be 300 or 1200 bits/s,
and must of course match the user's modem. Local
users (directly connected via twisted cable) may use
300, 1200, 2400, or 9600 bits/s. The 300 and 2400
speeds may be used ONLY with the 3705, and the 9600
speed may be used ONLY with the Series/l or the
11/34.

3. The terminal must be placed in either full-duplex or
half-duplex mode, full-duplex being required for the
Series/l or the 11/34, and half-duplex being re-
quired for the 3705.

4. Remote users only -- The appropriate telephone con-
nections must be established by dialing (303) 494-
0490 or 0472. Provided a line is available on one
of these two rotaries, a carrier tone will be heard
and the user's terminal should be connected, usually
by placing the telephone receiver in the modem's
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cradle. (A modem with such a cradle is also called
an acoustic coupler.)

5. The attention of the PACX must be obtained. For re-
mote users, typing "RETURN" (transmitting the ASCII
character, CR) is all that is required. For local

users, the voltage on the DTR data line must first
be dropped, a procedure that is terminal dependent.
(The procedure is outlined to each user when his or
her terminal is wired to the PACX.) After having
been dropped, raising the DTR voltage is equivalent
to establishing a telephone connection to the PACX,
and the next step is to type "RETURN", (but not be-
fore pausing 1 or 2 seconds.) The "RETURN" must be
typed within 20 seconds of the completed phone call
or the raising of the DTR voltage; if not, the con-
nection will be broken by the PACX.

6. When the PACX receives the "RETURN" character, it
calculates the speed of the terminal, and transmits
the message, "ENTER CLASS". At this point the user
types the desired service class designation as indi-
cated in Table 2.3. Further details on use of the
PACX are discussed in Chapter 2, Section II of this
guide.

7. When connection to the desired class is complete,
the user types an additional "RETURN" and then be-
gins the logon procedure as discussed in Chapter 2,
Section II of this guide.
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CORPMR 3: GETTING SE UP PR SAR

User N er

Project Nu ber

sig Projects

A four-digit User Number is automatically assigned when
the request for resources is approved. Each user has a
unique User Number.

An eight-digit Project Number is assigned to each project
when the request for resources is approved. One Project
Number may have several users associated with it. One
User Number may be associated with several projects. The
first four digits of the Project Number designate the
university sponsoring the project. The fifth digit is a
classification which is one of the following:

0 NCAR Scientist.

1,2,4 Visiting Scientist.

3 Joint NCAR/Visitor Scientists.

9 Multiple Sponsors.

The last 3 digits are assigned sequentially within a Pro-
ject Number category.

Projects are closed when the user instructs Operations
(room 5W, ext. 530) to do so. If the project has not
been active for a year, the user is contacted to see if
the project can be closed. A Project Completion Report
should be filed when the project is closed.

PULB A user may wish to store a program or sanme data on a
"permanent" file so that access can be made from the disk
rather than from a card deck. The PLIB system, consist-
ing of a volume of files for a given Project Number, may
be used for such a purpose. A PLIB volume, referred to
as PLIB VSN or P-tape, may be requested from Operations
(ext. 530) upon arrival at NCAR. It will be available 24
hours after the request is made. PLIB files exist on the
TMS-4 mass storage device and are ascended from there to
the 7600, 4341, or CRAY disks. A 1/2" physical tape is
also assigned for each PLIB. See the User Guide Storing,
Retrieving and Editing Programs for further information
about using PLIB.

Listings of PLIB VSNs sorted by Project Number are avail-
able in the I/O area.
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iNR I.D.

Since a finite number of connections can be made between
Project Numbers and PLIB numbers, unneeded PLIB numbers
should be released so that they may be disconnected.
After disconnection, the stored data may be accessed by
calling the PLIB volume as an ordinary VSN. These PLIB
numbers are not reassigned, and can be reconnected upon
request. PLIB back-up tapes belonging to projects which
have been inactive for a year are recycled, if not
released earlier by their owners.

A password is only necessary to submit jobs via remote
job entry. Thus, they are not needed at NCAR except to
submit jobs through the MODCOMP. If a password is need-
ed, request should be made through Operations (ext. 530).
The user's site code is needed to obtain a password.

Users planning to enter the Mesa Lab after 5:00 p.m. on
weekdays or on the weekends will need an NCAR I.D. The
receptionist has these.

-; -DM AN)
PH-BM 10---T NOSR

Tintr a , The following information is intended to be used as a
guide to appropriate methods and formats for use in car-
rying computer readable data and programs to the NCAR SCD
computers. There are few absolute rules which must be
followed, but the prudent selection of data formats can
make the job of reading data at NCAR much simpler. In
general, any standard 80-column card and any industry
standard 1/2" magnetic tape up to 1600 bpi can be read on
the NCAR systems.

The use of punch cards should be restricted for use only
with very small amounts of data. In general their use is
discouraged.

The most practical medium for carrying data from one in-
stallation to another is 1/2" magnetic tape. In a pure
hardware sense, all manufacturers' drives are compatible
with one another (except for occasional adjustment prob-
lems). For this reason, almost any tape, for which NCAR
has appropriate track and density capabilities, can be
read. This includes 7-track at 200, 556, and 800 bpi;
and 9-track at 800 and 1600 bpi. Tape drives with 6250
bpi capability are also available.

Unfortunately, the various software systems have an al-
most unlimited variety of methods for actually recording
data on the tape. These variations are primarily caused
by different methods for record compaction, combining
short records into longer tape blocks, segmenting very
long records into shorter blocks, and attaching control
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information to the records. This is further complicated
by the various internal character sets, floating-point
word formats, and sign conventions which are often used
in recording data on tape. Different methods of provid-
ing random record accessing can also result in non-
portable tape formats.

The most caomon cause of difficulty is that users are not
aware of the recording methods used and do not know what
is actually on the tape. It is usually not sufficient to
know what type of FORTRAN statement was used to write the
records.

Tl M slamt The actual choice of tape format should depend on the
type and quantity of data. Simple unblocked character
formats are easy to use for programs and some data but
can be quite inefficient for large quantities of data.
For volumes under the equivalent of about 2,500,000 char-
acters, a simple character format with tape blocks under
150 characters in length can be used. A cammon choice
would be unblocked card image records. Use EBCDIC or
ASCII on 9-track tapes and external BCD on 7-track tapes.
For data volumes up to about 30,000,000 characters a
blocked character format is likely best and even up to
300,000,000 characters it may be a reasonable choice.
The biggest disadvantage of character formats for the
larger volumes is the time required to translate from
characters to the computer's word format. Handling the
tape blocking may require some effort at NCAR, but if a
fixed record size is used, this should be straightfor-
ward.

For data volumes in excess of those above, a binary for-
mat should be used. To avoid machine word incompatibili-
ties, all values can be made into positive integers by
addition of appropriate base values and multiplication by
scale factors to preserve necessary precision. The actu-
al size of the word is not critical, since NCAR has good
routines for stripping off various word sizes. The word
size can be chosen to match the home or NCAR computers,
or be chosen strictly on the basis of what is needed for
the data. Data formats with constant word sizes are
easier to handle. If record blocking is needed to
achieve efficient block sizes, a fixed record size is
preferred. If variable record sizes are required for ef-
ficient tape use, choose a simple well-defined scheme
with record length specification at the beginning of each
record. Schemes which use flags for end of record, rath-
er than specifying lengths at the front, should not be
used. Tape block sizes should be in the 5000- to 20000-
byte range for efficient tape usage without undue in-
crease in memory buffer requirements or significant de-
crease in reliability. Blocking methods which are part
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of standard operating systems, such as IBM VBS (Variable
Block Spanned), often meet the preceding requirements and
can be used when variable length record blocking is re-
quired. Be sure adequate documentation of the blocking
technique is available.

NCAR does have capabilities for reading tape formats from
some common systems and conversion routines for convert-
ing common word formats to those of the NCAR machines
also exist. IBM VBS format and some formats from Control
Data Kronos and NOS operating systems can be read, but to
make tapes compatible with existing FORTRAN programs, a
conversion step is necessary. Word format conversions
exist for IBM word structures, but extensive mixing of
data types (real, double, integer, etc.) can be quite
difficult to handle.

There are many choices for data formats and almost all
can be handled, with varying degrees of difficulty, as
long as the tapes can be physically read on NCAR's tape
drives. Keep the following points in mind when planning
for bringing data to NCAR.

1. It is important to use tape formats which are easy
to handle on other machines, but above all, know
what is on your tapes. If you are not absolutely
sure how your operating system handles tape I/O,
contact local experts to select the most portable
form and/or bring documentation describing local
tape techniques.

2. Avoid formats with excessive flag or control infor-
mation which is not part of the data.

3. For data volumes under 2,500,000 characters (which
includes most program files) choose unblocked card
image records.

4. When blocking schemes are used, choose a fixed
record length where practical; and if variable
schemes are used, choose one which specifies record
length at the front of each record and be sure the
method is well-understood.

5. For large volume data sets, choose block sizes large
enough for efficient tape utilization (above approx-
imately 5000 bytes), but not so large as to cause
other problems (under about 20,000 bytes). Record
length should also be kept within reasonable bounds
(under 20,000 bytes).

6. For large volumes, binary formats are usually worth
the small additional programming effort. The most
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portable binary form is the positive integer.

7. If internal record, word, or character information
from other machines must be used, be sure that suf-
ficient information is available to decode the
tapes. When using a particular machine's internal
word format, avoid mixing data types.

8. If in doubt, please contact the SCD Consulting Of-
fice or the SCD Data Support Section for advice.
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US E OF~ The use of the Computing Center is divided into three
main categories: use in support of research by NCAR
scientists, use in support of joint research by universi-
ty and NCAR scientists, and use in support of atmospheric
science by university scientists. Computing resources
for the NCAR divisions are allocated by the Director of
NCAR. The division directors apportion these resources
to the projects under their supervision. Each joint pro-
ject is approved by the director of the appropriate NCAR
division and uses the resources allocated to that divi-
sion. Allocations are made in such a way as to attempt
to assign 45% of the Center's available resources to NCAR
staff, 45% to non-NCAR staff, and 10% to joint projects
involving both NCAR staff and non-NCAR scientists.

This chapter describes policies and procedures for use of
NCAR's computing resources in support of atmospheric
research by university scientists.

Eligibility for applying for computing support depends
upon three main criteria: affiliation, area of research,
and need.

Affiliation

Area of 1esearch

A prime mission of the SCD is to support university at-
mospheric science. Eligibility has, however, been ex-
tended to include certain other educational and non-
profit research organizations. The SCD does not normally
support research groups in Federal agencies.

Research supported by the SCD must satisfy the following
definition of atmospheric science:

Atmospheric science attempts to understand the total
behavior of the earth's atmosphere on all scales rang-
ing from microscopic processes to global motions.
Since the atmosphere is not an isolated system, signi-
ficant influences such as those of the sun and oceans
must be included. Basic solar physics and some areas
of general astrophysics are also supported.

SD SUForted Projects supported by the SCD usually fall within the
Projects following categories:

- Global circulation of the atmosphere

- Mesoscale observations and modeling

- Cloud physics
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- Boundary layer and turbulence studies

- Dynamic oceanography

- Ocean/Atmosphere Interaction

- Physics of the thermosphere, ionosphere, and magne-
tosphere

- Atmospheric chemistry

- Physics of planetary atmospheres

- Physical processes in the solar atmosphere and in-
terplanetary medium

- Line formation and radiative transfer in solar and
stellar atmospheres

- Magnetohydrodynamics and plasma physics

- Geomagnetic studies

- Three dimensional modeling of solar, stellar, and
galactic phenomena

- Basic science, mathematics, and engineering where
relevance to atmospheric science is clearly esta-
blished

beed The SCD is intended to extend rather than duplicate the
computing resources available at the applicants home in-
stitution. There is, therefore, a preference for large
projects beyond the scope of university computing facili-
ties, and for projects which use special capabilities not
otherwise available.

A P T E ~ K N FI

1 ~ s e r d i S p a i u a r

Each applicant is asked to complete a request form (see
Appendix B), which is obtainable from the SCD. Appli-
cants should fill in relevant sections of the form and
indicate why a particular item does not apply. The fol-
lowing notes on specific sections are provided.

Since users sponsored by some agencies may be charged for
computing resources, complete information with regard to
all sponsorship is needed, including the name(s) of the
supporting agency(ies) and contract or grant number(s).
NCAR informs any research sponsor of support granted by

the SCD to the project.
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The function of the Center is to extend the computing
resources for eligible applicants beyond what would oth-
erwise be available at their home institutions. This in-
formation provides a basis for determining what computing
resources are already available to the applicant. The
director of the applicant's home computing facility is
asked to acknowledge having seen the application by sign-
ing the request form. This is an added assurance that
NCAR will extend, rather than compete with, existing
resources.

Usage of the CD7600 is measured in Computer Resource Un-
its (CRU), which are calculated from a weighted sum in-
volving not only central processor time, but also peri-
pheral processor time, core modules, paper, cards, micro-
film, and tape loads. For computational jobs in which
central processor time is the dominating resource used,
one hour CD7600 = 3,000 CRU. For the current job mix,
the average conversion rate is one hour CD7600 central
processor time = 4,000 CRU. Usage of the CRAY-1 is meas-
ured in CRAY Charging Units (CCU), which are calculated
from a weighted sum of central processor time and I/O
wait time. Currently, the average conversion rate is one
hour CRAY-1 central processor time = 1 CCU.

Since reviewers are asked whether the project will make
efficient use of the computing resources, the applicant
should explain how the computing requirements are esta-
blished.

Job Priority
System

The computers have a two-tier priority system. Jobs
which are submitted to run in the background mode are
charged at one-third the rate charged for jobs in the
foreground mode. One may extend the computing resources,
represented by an allocation, by submitting jobs to the
background queue; however, turnaround time on background
jobs may be quite long. It is left to the individual
scientist to balance his work between foreground and
background and so optimize his use of his allocation.

ob*e: It is the policy of the SCD not to refund resources
lost through ccmmon human and hardware failures. Es-
timated computing requirements should allow for such
mishaps.

in-El - irtkCn Of The description of the problem should be as complete and
self-contained as possible. If reference to papers or
other supporting material is necessary, three copies
should be provided for use by reviewers.

The relationship of the proposed work to the atmospheric
sciences should be indicated. It is important that this
be carefully described, particularly in cases where it is
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not obvious.

The description of the numerical approach should be suf-
ficiently detailed for reviewers to confirm the estimate
of machine time required.

The completed form and two copies for use by reviewers
should be submitted to:

The Director
Scientific Computing Division
National Center for Atmospheric Research
P.O. Box 3000
Boulder, Colorado 80307

On receipt of the application, the SCD will notify the
applicant of an estimated time for processing.

Pfeer Review

Pawl1fo the
C*IInj Center--

Allocations of computing resources are made by the Direc-
tor of the Scientific Computing Division with the gui-
dance of a peer review process and in case of requests
for more than the equivalent of five hours of CRAY-1 time
with the recommendation of the Advisory Panel for the
SCD.

Each application for computing resources is evaluated by
at least one reviewer. A copy of the review form and of
the notes sent to the reviewer appears in Appendix B. A
request for less than the equivalent of ten hours of
CRAY-1 time is normally sent to one reviewer. If the re-
view is negative, a second review is obtained. Requests
for more than the equivalent of ten hours of CRAY-1 time
are sent to two reviewers in the first instance. If the
reviews are conflicting, a third reviewer is invited to
respond to the reviewers' comments. The resulting in-
teraction between applicant and reviewers often leads to
clarification or modification of the request. This may
enable reviewers to recommend support. In straightfor-
ward cases the processing of a request for a total of
five hours or less is completed in four to six weeks.

Requests for a total of more than the equivalent of ten
hours of CRAY-1 time are considered by the SCD Advisory
Panel for the Computing Center after the review process
outlined above. The Panel meets twice a year--in the
spring and fall. The members are selected on the basis
of established competence in the atmospheric sciences,
computer science and other related fields. They are ap-
pointed for three-year terms by the Director of the SCD.
The primary responsibilities of the Advisory Panel are:

1. To assess the merit of proposals for the use of the
SCD and recommend action with respect to a prospec-
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tive user's request on the basis of scientific mer-
it, computational effectiveness and need.

2. To consult with and advise the Director of SCD on
matters of scientific and technical policy and pro-
cedure.

3. To review the current status and future plans for
the SCD as reported from time to time by the Direc-
tor of SCD; to make appropriate recommendations,
critical reviews, and future requirement estimates
concerning SCD operations and to recommend an ap-
propriate allocation of time to users.

ma1caRViev#

Proaeiozre-

Extemsn eqsts

Applications to be considered by the Panel should reach
the SCD nine weeks before a Panel meeting. This allows
time for peer review, the preparation, printing, and dis-
tribution of Panel materials. The Record, published each
month, contains the data and deadline for the next meet-
ing. The dates are also published in the UCAR Newsletter
and the Bulletin of the AMS.

In cases where a request for computing at NCAR is an in-
tegral part of a proposal to the NSF, the Director of the
SCD will coordinate the NCAR review process with that of
the NSF. In such cases the applicant should take the
following steps:

1. A request for NCAR computing services should be sub-
mitted to the NSF with the research proposal.

2. At the same time, copies of the computing request
and research proposal should be sent to the SCD.

The SCD will carry out the normal review procedure ap-
propriate to the size of the request. The Director of
SCD will indicate to the NSF his decision concerning the
requested computer support.

When a project is approved, the applicant, sponsor, and
the institution (if a UCAR member) are informed. Infor-
mation about the SCD is provided, and project and user
numbers are assigned. If a project is rejected, the
Director of the SCD will inform the applicant, giving
reasons for the decision.

A user may request additional computer resources to com-
plete a project. Extension request forms (see Appendix
B) are available from the SCD. Small extensions for up
to 50% of the original request will usually be approved
without further review. Larger extensions are reviewed
in the same way as the original request. An extension of
more than the equivalent of five hours of CRAY-1 time, or
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an extension which brings the total resources for a pro-
ject to over five hours will be reviewed by the Panel.
To avoid delays, it is advisable to ask for sufficient
resources in the initial request.

An NCAR policy imposes certain charges on investigators
supported by agencies other than the National Science
Foundation. User charges for FY 1982 are $380/KCRU and
$2,124/CCU.

Users are asked to acknowledge NCAR's computing support
in publications which result from their computing pro-
jects and to send copies to the SCD. Such acknowledge-
ments should include a reference to the effect that NCAR
is sponsored by the National Science Foundation.
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IBM 4341 Configuration

Central Processor

CPU

Disk Subsystem

Magnetic Tape

Unit Record Equipment

4341 Kl

4 megabytes main memory
(1 million 32-bit words)

7 3370 drives
capacity 3997 megabytes direct access

1 7 track 556/800-bpi
1 9 track 800/1600-bpi
4 9 track 1600/6250-bpi

1 800 cpm card reader
1 1200 lpm line printer

APPENDIX A - 1

CRAY-1 Configuration

Memory 1,048,576 64-bit words
12.5 nsec/word maximum memory transfer rate
50 nsec/word memory read/write time

Rotating Storage 16 DD19 disks
capacity: 2.4 billion bits each
latency: 8.3 microseconds
access: 50 msec
maximum data rate: 36 million bps

Scalar Functions 16 registers supported by
128 additional registers

Vector Functions 8 sets of 64 registers



CDC 7600 Configuration

Large Core Memory

Small Core Memory

Rotating Storage

Tape Drives

512K 60-bit words
Maximum transfer rate: 27.5 nsec

65K 60-bit words (4 parity bits/word)
Maximum transfer rate: 27.5 nsec

8 819 disks
capacity: 2.4 billion bits each
latency: 8.3 microseconds
access: 50 msec
data rate: 36 million bps

2 607 7-channel tape drives
Forward speed: 150 in/s
Transfer rate: 1.2 million bps

5 669 9-channel tape drives
Forward speed: 200 in/s
Transfer rate: 3.2 million bps
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TMS-4 Configuration

Data Storage Section

14 Terabit Memory
Tape Drives

3 Transport Drivers

2 Data Channels

43 billion bits per reel
Data transfer rate: 700 kilobytes/s
Average access time: 17 sec.

Direct all transport and internal
data activity.

Perform simultaneously independent
read/write operations at 700 kilobytes/s.

Communication and Control Section

Storage Control Processor
(PDP 11/35)

Master File Directory

Channel Interface Unit
(PDP 11/05)

Data transfer requests initiated by host
are interpreted by the SCP which
maintains an internal master file
directory of all data files, online
and offline.

Capable of 100,000 entries and holding
30,000 data files.

Executes data transfer between host and
data channels.
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Please use black ink or typewriter when completing this form, and send the original and two copies.

Appv'd:
Computing Facility
P.O. Box 3000 National Center for Atmospheric ResearchDate:
Boulder, Colorado 80307 Proj. No.:
Phone: (303) 494-5151 REQUEST FOR COMPUTING SERVICES User Nos.:
FTS: 322-5151

A. IDENTIFICATION
1. Name: 2. Title: 3. Department/Institution:

4. Address: 5. Phone: 6. Date:

7. Brief summary of education of requesting scientist (include a summary of computing experience):

8. Project title (descriptive title of about five words):

B. RESEARCH SPONSOR
NCAR is sponsored by the National Science Foundation. Use of NCAR's computers must be reported to the user's research sponsor.

1. Name of Research Sponsor: 3. Contract Monitor:

2. Address: 4. Contract Identification No.:

5. Approximate funds budgeted for computing and proposed disposition: 6. Principal Investigator:

C. COMPUTING REQUIREMENTS
1. Computing resource needed: 2. Proposed date of first 3. Expected completion date:

machine use:

CRAY-1 (1 hr = 1 CRAY Charging Unit) 7600 (1 hr s 400 Computer Resource Units)

Hours: CCU: Hours: CRU:

4. If other facilities are available to you, why is this request being submitted to NCAR?

5. If you anticipate making a large demand on a particular resource (tapes, microfilm, etc.), please explain:

D. PUBLICATIONS OF THE REQUESTING SCIENTIST

1. Give no more than three publications, which relate to this request or report on calculations.
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Attach a brief, self-contained proposal describing your project. Since routine processing includes peer review of both science and numerics, it is important to
give sufficient information for realistic evaluation. The relationship of your project to the atmospheric sciences should be made clear, in cases where this is
not obvious. A breakdown of your proposed computer usage should also be included. If reference to papers or other supplementary material is necessary,
please provide three copies for use by reviewers. You are urged to be concise since a large volume of supporting material places an unfair burden on reviewers
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Please use black ink or typewriter when completing this form, and send us the original. Do not submit Xerox copies of the form
because we must reproduce it here. Additional blank copies may be obtained from the Scientific Computing Division office.

Scientific Computing Division Appv'd:
P.O. Box 3000 Date:
Boulder, Colorado 80307 National Center for Atmospheric Research Date:
Phone: (303) 494-5151 OFFICE USE
cTS: 322-5151 REQUEST FOR EXTENSION OF COMPUTING FACILITY SERVICES

NOTE: If the aims of this project have changed or have been expanded from those of the original request, a new Request for
Computing Services should be submitted.

1. Name: 2. Department/Institution: 3. Phone: 4. Date:

5. Project Title: 6. Project No.:

CURRENT RESEARCH SPONSOR

7. Name of Research Sponsor: 10. Contract Monitor: 13. Date Contract Effective:

8. Address: 11. Contract Identification No.: 14. Date of Contract Expiration/
Renewal:

9. Approximate funds budgeted for computing and proposed disposition: 12. Principal Investigator:

EXTENSION REQUESTED

15. Approved to Date 16. Extension

CRU (7600): CCU (CRAY-1): Completion Date: CRU (7600): CCU (CRAY-1): Completion Date:

17. PRESENT STATUS OF PROJECT:

'I
18. REASON FOR EXTENSION REQUEST:

19. If any of the following information given in your original Request for Computing Services has changed, please furnish the details:

-] Requesting Scientist's Institution ] Large Card or Tape Requirements

- Description of Home Facility ' ] Computational Method

r Programming Needs - Name, Address and Experience of Programmer(s)

EL Computing Requirements El Other (explain)

Date:Signature of Requesting Scientist:

ENDORSEMENT OF ADVISOR
- (for students)

Name (please print): Address:

Signature:
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NOTES ON THE REVIEW FORM

COMMENTS:

The following questions highlight the points which particularly concern
us:

Does the request qualify as atmospheric science?

What is your estimate of the value of the contribution that this
project makes to the pool of scientific knowledge in the atmospheric
sciences?

Is the work original?

Are the scientific approaches and techniques appropriate?

Will the project make efficient use of computing resource?
Will it be I/O bound? Are current mathematical and numerical
methods used? Are appropriate algorithms employed?

RECOMMENDATIONS:

The following descriptions may assist you in arriving at an overall
recommendation:

Excellent

Very Good

Good

Fair

Poor

Probably will fall among top 10% of proposals in this
subfield; highest priority for support. This category
should be used only for truly outstanding proposals.

Probably will fall among top 1/3 of proposals in this
subfield; should be supported.

Probably will fall among middle 1/3 of proposals in
this subfield; worthy of support.

Probably will fall among lowest 1/3 of proposals in
this subfield.

Proposal has serious deficiencies; should not be
supported.



REVIEW FORM (Please Type)

APPLICANT:

PROJECT TITLE:

COMMENTS:

RECOMMENDATION:

Reviewer: Date:Date:Rev i ewer:



DIREORY AE FIRM FOR THE
4341 USER

DATE:___

Please fill out this form and return it one week before expected use of the
system. You may make a copy for your records if you wish.

Your Real Name:___ NCAR Phone No. ____

Logon Name or Userid:__ Job Name (optional):__

Initial Logon Password:

User (or Scientist) Number:_________

Project Number(s):___ _____.........

Number of Minidisks:

Size of each Minidisk:

The LOGON NAME or USERID is a user's first entry to gain access to the system.
It may be any string of eight (8) alphameric characters. It must be unique
and will be checked for uniqueness by the Directory Administrator.

INTIAL LOGON PASSWORD is needed just to get onto the system. It may be any
eight (8) character alphameric string. After keying and entering the DIRMAINT
PW command, the system will ask you for a new password.

The USER or SCIENTIST NUMBER is the four digit user number that has previously
been assigned for use on any of the SCD computing systems.

PROJECT NUMBERS are eight digit nunbers previously assigned for use on any of
the SCD computers.

NUMBER OF MINIDISKS has to do with the partitioning you want to do with your
originally allocated one megabyte of total permanent disk space. It is recom-
mended that you start with two minidisks at half a megabyte each. One disk
can be used for source or archive space and the other for scratch, another
level of file management, or file search order.
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APPNIX C:

Two types of documents are produced within the Scientific
Computing Division: User Guides and Reference Manuals.
The main difference between the two is the perspective
from which they are written. User Guides are organized
around the tasks users connmonly want to perform and are
written from the user's point of view. Reference Manuals
are organized around the computer systems and are intend-
ed to be complete descriptions of those systems.

User Guides describe the best or recommended way to per-
form a task using the NCAR systems; they tell the user
how to get a job done. They are informally written, and
it is hoped that they will make the use of the computers
more efficient and less frustrating.

CNR SMD User

An Overview of
NCAR'S Computing

Environment

Interactive
Computing on the

IBM 4341

Batch Computing on
the CRAY-1

Remote Job Entry
through the

MODCOMP

NCAR Local Network

The NCAR SCD User Guide documentation is organized into a
series of separate documents. Each document is designed
to be independent of the others. Hence, the suite of do-
cuments which comprise the NCAR SCD User Guide documenta-
tion may be used by a wide variety of users with varying
needs.

(NCAR/TN-177+IA). This basic document is for the user
who is new to NCAR's Computing Division. It lists ser-
vices available within the SCD, how to access the comput-
ers, how to get the various I.D. numbers necessary to run
jobs at NCAR, and policies and procedures of the SCD.

(NCAR/TN-178+IA). This document serves as an introduc-
tion to the IBM 4341. It includes chapters on how to get
started, how to use the 4341 HELP and EXEC facilities,
and how to use the 4341 editor.

(NCAR/TN-179+IA). This document discusses CRAY JCL and
editing features, as well as how to run and debug on the
CRAY-1.

(NCAR/TN-180+IA. Included in this guide are descriptions
of the requirements for remote accesss and RJE policies
at NCAR. This edition of the guide is concerned only
with remote job entry through the MODCOMP computer.

(NCAR/TN-181+IA). This document is a guide to under-
standing and using the NCAR local network which connects
the various mainframes in use at NCAR.
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Running Jobs at
NCAR

StorinJ,
Retriev- an

diti Progras

Lhe SCD Graphia
System

An Introduction to
the SCD Graphics

System

The SCD Graphics
Utilities

Selected User
Reference Papers

The System Plot
Package

(NCAR/TN-154+IA). The first section of this document,
Submitting and Monitoring Jobs, describes the Scientific
Computing Division's procedures for running jobs: how to
submit decks, where to retrieve output, and how to moni-
tor jobs. The second section Deck Structure, compares
deck structures for programs which will run on one or
both of the NCAR mainframes. The last section, Reading
Printed Output, is a description, with examples, of
printed output from the two computers.

(NCAR-TN/155+IA). Using approximately 50 annotated exam-
ples, this manual explains how to maintain programs and
other small files for use on NCAR's batch computers. It
describes text file management and object file management
on both 7600 and CRAY-1. It also describes backup pro-
cedures using either MSD volumes or 1/2" magnetic tapes.

The Scientific Computing Division (SCD) Graphics System
documentation is organized into a series of separate do-
cuments. Each document is designed to be independent of
the others. Hence, the suite of documents which comprise
the SCD Graphics System documentation may be used by a
wide variety of users with varying degrees of familiarity
with graphics systems.

(NCAR/TN-161+IA). This guide should be read by all users
since it explains much of the philosophical and conceptu-
al orientation of the Graphics System.

(NCAR-TN/166+IA). This guide contains a detailed set of
explanations for each of the higher-level graphics rou-
tines which are currently part of SCD's Graphics System.
First-time users should refer to the brief section at the
beginning of this document in order to determine which
graphics utilities will perform a desired task.

(NCAR/TN-174+IA). This guide is a collection of papers
which describe selected special applications of the
Graphics System.

(NCAR-TN/162+IA). This guide documents the graphics rou-
tines which are used to perform low-level graphics tasks
such as scaling, line drawing, and character drawing.
Since most of the higher-level graphics utilities use the
System Plot Package, users should be familiar with its
overall features and capabilities before using the utili-
ties.
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The Graphics
System

Implementor's
Guide

OEFE RENE NS

NCAR/TN-165+IA). This guide tells the user how to im-
plement various components of the Graphics System on
another computer. This document is recommended for those
users of graphics systems who wish to transport the SCD
Graphics System to other computers and graphics devices.

These are comprehensive descriptions of all the software
systems available to users. The emphasis in these docu-
ments is on completeness and accuracy: they describe the
software as it is without attempting to tell the reader
how to use it to perform a given task. These are the do-
cuments in which users would "look things up."

7600 System

Ascent Reference
Manual

FORTRAN Reference
Manual

NCAR 7600 System
Library Routines

Manual

The NCAR Terabit
Memory System

7600 Monitor
Control Language

(NCAR-TN/IA-89). As a complete guide to Ascent, this
manual contains chapters on hardware characteristics,
machine instructions, and the assembly language used on
the Control Data 7600. (It also includes the Control
Data 6600 in its descriptions, and this must be over-
looked.)

(NCAR-TN/IA-70). The FORTRAN Reference Manual describes
the FORTRAN language as implemented on the NCAR FORTRAN
compiler for the CDC 7600.

(NCAR-TN/IA-67). The standard FORTRAN mathematical rou-
tines and commonly used general subroutines resident in
the NCAR Control Data 7600 operating system are covered.
The description of each subroutine includes (where ap-
propriate) algorithm; space requirements; execution time;
instructions for use, rules, limitations and diagnostics.

(NCAR/TN-124+IA). The primary focus of this manual is a
discussion of the Ampex TMS-4 mass storage device. How-
ever, it contains related information on FORTRAN, job
control language features, data storage and retrieval,
and the Editor. It lists parameters for the *VOLUME
card, the *EDIT card, and for all input/output state-
ments.

This document contains a list of all control statements
for the Control Data Corporation 7600 at NCAR. It brief-
ly describes all parameters for each control verb and
lists default values where appropriate. For further in-
formation, the last section of the document lists the
most current source of information about each statement.

aBRY-1 Systems
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CAL Assembler
Version 1

Reference Manual

CRAY-1 I
(CFT) Re:

(SR-0000). The general rules and statement syntax for
coding a CAL-language program are described. The manual
discusses pseudo instructions and symbolic machine in-
structions. It also describes CAL execution and explains
list output generated by CAL.

FORTRAN (2240009). This manual describes the CRAY-1 FORTRAN
ference language in its entirety, the use of the CRAY-1 FORTRAN
Manual Compiler, and related CRAY-1 Operating System charac-

teristics.

CRAY-1 Hardware
Reference Manual

CRAY-OS Version
1.0 Reference

Manual

Introduction to
Vector Processing

Library Reference
Manual

Update Reference
Manual

(2240004). This manual covers the physical organization
of the CRAY-1, describing each section in detail. It
also contains a complete list of instructions with an ex-
planation of each.

(SR-0011). This manual describes the external features
of the CRAY-1 Operating System (COS) including system
components, storage of information, and job processing.
Also given is an introduction to COS job control language
(JCL); the format of each COS JCL control statement is
given, along with an explanation of the function of each.
Examples are provided at the end of each section. Final-
ly, CAL language macro instructions are described, and in
some cases examples are provided.

(2240002). This short paper describes the structure of
the CRAY-1 and enumerates some of the design features
which give the machine its power. The paper concludes
with examples to illustrate the speed of the CRAY-1 in
vector applications.

(SR-0014). The Library Reference Manual describes sub-
programs on libraries supported by Cray Research that are
available to users. It includes a summary of subpro-
grams, grouped in alphabetical order by the primary
reference name. It is an abbreviated reference guide,
giving general information and specifying the purpose of
each subprogram. Included with each entry is the page
reference of a detailed description of the subprogram
found later in the manual.

(2240013). UPDATE is a programming tool that provides a
means of modifying, editing, and updating source language
programs, thus eliminating the need for manually main-
taining punched card decks. This manual describes the
UPDATE program for the CRAY-1. The reader is assumed to
be familiar with features of the CRAY-1 Operating System
(COS).
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IBM VM/SP: System
Messages and Codes

IBM VM/SP: CMS
Coimmand and Macro

Reference

IBM VM/SP: CMS
User's Guide

IBM VM/SP: CP
Commiand Reference
for General Users

IBM VM/SP: EXEC 2
Reference

IBM VM/SP: System
Product Editor
User's Guide

IBM VM/SP: System
Product Editor

Command and Macro
Reference

The documents described below are useful to the NCAR con-
puter user who wishes to become more familiar with the
IBM 4341 I/O satellite. They must be purchased directly
from IBM. The approximate cost of each document is in-
cluded in its description, and information on ordering
the manuals is included in the final section of this
chapter, "Obtaining Documentation."

(SC19-6204; $20). This publication contains all system
messages and codes encountered in using IBM VM/SP, with
an explanation of the message or code, the action taken
by the system (if any), and a suggested course of action.

(SC19-6209; $25). This publication contains all of the
command formats, syntax rules, and operand and option
descriptions for CMS commands, subcommands, functions,
and macro instructions for general users.

(SC19-6210; $24) This publication contains information
and examples about the CMS component of the IBM VM/SP.
It is written for users who want to learn how to use CMS
to create and modify data files and programs. Also in-
cluded are brief descriptions of the SP Editor and EXEC 2
facilities.

(SC19-6211; $12). This publication is a reference manual
for users who are running systems in a virtual machine
under VM/SP. Each CP crmmand is listed alphabetically.
Each com hand description contains general usage informa-
tion, the command line format, descriptions of all allow-
able operands, and default values for operands.

(SC24-5219; $6). The purpose of this publication is to
define the command language facility, EXEC 2. While pri-
marily a reference manual, it also contains tutorial in-
formation for new users.

(SC24-5220; $7). This publication is intended to give
the beginner a working knowledge of the SP Editor, XEDIT.
Both a full screen and a line editor, XEDIT provides a
wide range of functions for text processing and program
development.

(SC24-5221; $13). This publication contains all of the
command formats, syntax rules, and operand and option
descriptions for the XEDIT command and XEDIT subcommands
and macros.
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FORTRAN 77
Language

Definition:
Unofficial Version

VS FORTRAN
Application

Programming Guide

IBM FORTRAN
Interactive Debug

for CMS and TSO
Terminal User's

Guide

(No Charge). This publication is a draft of the American
National Standard Programming Language FORTRAN (FORTRAN
77). It is an unofficial document dated June 1, 1978 and
serves as the language definition for all IBM FORTRAN 77
references. It may be obtained free of charge from the
NCAR SDC Documentation Group.

(SC26-3985-1; $12.50). This manual describes how to use
VS FORTRAN, together with the supported operating sys-
tems, to design, develop, test, and run programs written
in VS FORTRAN at the FORTRAN 77 level.

(SC28-6885-3; $7). This publication provides the infor-
mation required to use FORTRAN Interactive Debug to debug
code and programs from a CMS terminal.

VS FORTRAN
Application
Programming:

Library Reference

(SC26-3989-0; $6). This
mathematical and service
execution-time library.

publication describes each
subprogram contained in the

VS FORTRAN
Application

Programming:
System Services

Reference
Supplement

(SC26-3988-0; $4.50). This manual is intended for FOR-
TRAN application programmers who need VS FORTRAN specific
reference material to run VS FORTRAN programs under
VM/370-CMS. It describes the use of this operating sys-
tem with the VS FORTRAN compiler to process FORTRAN 77
programs.

-!--PILEardi. I~

Data Sets for
Meteorological

Research

Techniques for the
Processing,
Storage, and

Exchange of Data

(TN/IA-111). This document summarizes the content of the
Data Support section archive and gives general descrip-
tions of each dataset. Archives of most major sources
for meteorological research data in the United States are
also summarized.

(TN/IA-93). This report discusses selected aspects of
the computer hardware systems and some of the considera-
tions involved in choosing data formats. It also
describes some of the procedures and computer subroutines
that make it relatively easy to process the data in both
character formats and binary packed formats. These pro-
cedures lay the groundwork for making the exchange of
data between computer systems as efficient and as simple
as possible.
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Copies of all documentation described in this chapter
with the exception of IBM publications are available from
the following address:

Scientific Computing Division Receptionist
National Center for Atmospheric Research
P.O. Box 3000
Boulder, Colorado 80307

IBM documents must be purchased from the user's IBM
representative or from the IBM branch office serving the
user's locality.

USER GUIDES

..--- An Overview of NCAR'S Computing Environment

..--- Interactive Computing on the IBM 4341
--.- Batch Computing on the CRAY-1
---- Remote Job Entry through the MODCOMP
--- -NCAR Local Network

----- Running Jobs at NCAR
-... Storing, Retrieving and Editing Programs

----- The SCD Graphics System Documentation
----- An Introduction to the SCD Graphics System

---- The SCD Graphics Utilities
---- -Selected User Reference Papers

-...- The System Plot Package
-.-- The Graphics System Implementor's Guide

REFERENCE MANUALS

7600 Systems:
Ascent Reference Manual
FORTRAN Reference Manual
NCAR 7600 System Library Routines Manual
The NCAR Terabit Memory System
7600 Monitor Control Language

CRAY-1 Systems:
CAL Assembler Version 1 Reference Manual

_ CRAY-1 FORTRAN (CFT) Reference Manual
CRAY-1 Hardware Reference Manual
CRAY-OS Version 1.0 Reference Manual
Introduction to Vector Processing
Library Reference Manual
Update Reference Manual

Meteorological Research Data:
Datasets for Meteorological Research
Techniques for the Processing, Storage,
and Exchange of Data
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